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I. Read the passage given below and answer the following questions: 

 

In modern popular fiction, a superhero is a type of costumed heroic character who possesses 

supernatural or superhuman powers and who is dedicated to fighting crime, protecting the public, 

and usually battling supervillains. Some superheroes use their powers to counter daily crime 

while  combating threats against humanity from supervillains, who are their criminal 

counterparts. Often at least one of these supervillains will be the superhero's chief enemy.   

 (Para 1) 

Superhero powers vary widely; superhuman strength, the ability to fly, enhanced senses, and the 

projection of energy bolts are all common. A strong moral code, including a willingness to risk 

one's own safety in the service of good without expecting a reward. A secret identity that protects 

the superhero's friends and family from becoming targets of his enemies, such as Clark Kent 

(Superman), or to protect themselves from getting arrested by the police, like Peter Parker 

(Spider-Man).            (Para 

2) 

 A distinctive costume is often used to conceal the secret identity of the superheroes. For e.g. 

Batman wears a bat-inspired costume, uses bat-themed equipment, and operates at night; Spider-

Man can project artificial webbing from wrist-mounted web shooting gadgets, has a spider web 

pattern on his costume, and other spider-like abilities.    (Para 3) 

 

1. What is a superhero dedicated to? 

2. Why do superheroes have a distinctive costume? 

3. Find words from the passage which mean the same as: 

a. the one who is involved in wrong deeds   (Para 1) 

b. to cover or hide     (Para 3) 



 

II. Rewrite the following sentences using capital letters, full stops, question marks 

or exclamation marks wherever necessary: 

 

1. mr sen is my neighbour 

2. isn’t there anybody at home 

3. what a splendid performance 

4. i saw peter going out 

5. what makes you cry 

6. she is really charming 

7. the president will address the countrymen 

8. don’t enter the school premises 

9. please switch off the fans 

10. i have cleaned the room 

 

III. Identify the following sentences and state their kinds: 

 

1. Do not pluck the flowers. 

2. You did a great job! 

3. I love to watch cricket. 

4. What is the time by your watch? 

5. We won the game! 

6. He is the leader of the group. 

7. Please cancel the trip. 

8. Do your assignments on time. 

9. Warm bread smells good. 

10. Watch out! 


